
Animal Easter Trail  

Standard Terms and Conditions  

1) The RAF Museum Easter Animal Trail is open to visitors of the Royal Air Force  

             Museum who pay a fee to participate. 

 

2) All visitors who do so and who successfully complete the trail will receive in return a  

             chocolate Easter Egg, plus the opportunity to win one of three instant prizes a day  

             consisting of 

 

            For London Visitors: 

            - One 4D simulator pass 

            - One Susie the Bulldog 

            - One of 16 RAF Museum London Experiences 

 

           For Cosford Visitors: 

           - One 4D simulator pass 

           - One Percy the Penguin 

           - One of 16 RAF Museum Cosford Experiences 

 

            For a full list of prizes and their individual terms and conditions please visit  

            rafmuseum.org.uk/whatson for London and rafmuseum.org.uk/fun4all for Cosford 

            

            ( Suggest that we will publish these as a downloadable pdf linked document on each  

              Easter Animal Trail Page) 

 

3)  To ensure that the competition is deemed to be fair each winner of an RAF Museum  

             Experience agrees that their name and town of residence will be published on the  

             museum's website, social media and will be used any subsequent publicity. 

 

4)          Each experience is non-transferrable and must be redeemed in accordance with  

              each experience’s own terms and conditions 

 

5)          No cash alternatives are available. 

  

6) The Promoter's decision is final and in the event of a dispute, no correspondence  

              will be entered into. 

 

7) The instant prize element of the Easter Animal Trail is not open to Staff of the Royal  

             Air Force Museum, Royal Air Force, Museum Enterprises Ltd, their family or friends. 

 

8) Promoter: Royal Air Force Museum and Royal Air Force Museum Enterprises Ltd,  

             Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL. 

 

9) The competition is being run, promoted and fulfilled by the Promoter and no other  

              party is in any way a sponsor or promoter of, or responsible for any obligations in  

              connection with, the competition. 


